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For these CIOs, no challenge is too daunting — and transformation is the key. Driven by
inspiration, ingenuity and initiative, they redeﬁne what’s possible by designing
disruption and turning insights into solutions. For Zola, inspiration is the
power that sparks epic change.

ARROWHEAD, OK USA 6:03AM CST
Extreme weather events are the #1 risk to the world economy.¹
The storm that tore through this town has passed. The townsfolk
are beginning to emerge from high water to assess their damaged lives.

OUTSIDE ARROWHEAD 6:15AM CST

NEW YORK, NY USA 7:03AM EST
Stechey Guarantors Response Room is buzzing as NYC
wakes up. Their CIO, Zola, has been in the ofﬁce for an
hour, since the SMS about the storm in Arrowhead…

OK. Let’s get to it.
This is why we are here.
This is what we do.

ARE THEY OUT
THE DOOR YET?

Reports show no
injuries, but the damage is
pretty heavy. The water supply
may be compromised… I’m
worried. We need to find a way
to help these people.

I JUST WOKE THEM. THEY
LEAVE IN 10…

@!%&#. Me too.
These are the times
I wish we had
something… just
something faster.

NYC USA 7:27AM EST
Uh, yeah, it’s
not field
tested but…
What if we start with
what you have in alpha…
can we enhance that so
the field teams can use
their devices to file?

Can we stand it up
right now, have it
running today?

…Probably?

This should be
interesting…

Fortune favors the bold.
I’ve got an idea. Let’s
get to work.

Ok. AlL right. We have
something here. I’ll
get the staging ready.

NYC 7:52AM EST
2/3 of successful projects use
cloud APIs to build apps.²

ARROWHEAD 8:10AM CST
Got a text from
HQ. They say they
have something
ready for us.

What?
Already?
No way.

NYC 10:52AM EST

That is cool.
Will it work with our
backend and APIs?

Magic 8-Ball
says, ‘all signs
point to yes.’ If it
works here in staging,
it should work
real-world.

NYC 12:16PM EST
Zola knows breaking the grip of
fear is how innovation happens.
She knows this won’t be the last
time she has to be bold to win.

ARROWHEAD 11:15AM CST
66% of business line leaders say their
top goal of digital transformation is
improving customer experience.³

Go. Push it.

Done. I
uploaded the
inventory of your
contents - now we
can send the
damage report
claim. Get a
contractor list.

OK, great. I
uploaded the
images. Ready
for you.

Well done, NYC.
Not sure how you
did that, but we
felt it here. So did
Arrowhead. They
are going to be
all right.

Good to
hear. Be safe
there, guys.

We helped them
today, now we have to
do it again tomorrow.
Gotta stay brave.

Says the guy
that doesn’t have
to code it.

I think we should
stand up an app every
day before noon.

Let’s get lunch
and talk about how
we can anticipate
what’s next.
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